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Bringing Species Conservation
into the Local Policy Agenda

Davao Oriental State University (DOrSU)
CITELOCAL Coalition TAWID DUNONG Fellow



With a goal of making research more accessible to local
policymakers and industries, the CITELOCAL Coalition's
Advocacy Decks aim to capture scholarly and scientific
insights from the work of the coalition's Tawid Dunong and
THESISIT! Research and Policy Fellows in strategically-
oriented presentations that directly respond to what
policymakers need to know in order to adopt research-
backed evidence into appropriate policy instruments.
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CITELOCAL is a campaign coalition convened by Balikatan sa Kaunlaran
(March to Progress) National Foundation, Inc. - a duly-registered non-profit
in the Philippines with a long history of empowering Filipino communities
and sectors since 1976. Since its pilot launch in May 2021, the CITELOCAL
Coalition has developed partnerships with other civil society organizations,
academic researchers and faculty, and social enterprises anchored on a
shared mission of bridging gaps between academic, industry, and local
government policymakers towards the promotion of evidence-based and
data-driven local policy making and program development. 

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Launched in October 2021, the Tawid Dunong
Fellowship of the CITELOCAL Coalition brings
into dialogue research and policy communities
through a series of collaborative activities and
joint endeavors towards a deeper understanding
of their respective institutional as well as
organizational environments, habitus, and
circumstances.  
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Strengthen public
appreciation of endemic
animal species in the
Philippines such as the
Philippine warty pig

THE ADVOCACY

Promote collaborative
endeavors between local
government units and
local communities in
forest conservation and
resource management
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7.2 million
hectares

land area of forest ecosystems

in the Philippines

24%
of the country's 
total land area

We are rapidly losing forest cover

10th/11
rank in ASEAN in 

terms of forest cover
SOURCE: https://www.globalforestwatch.org/



https://www.cepf.net/our-work/biodiversity-hotspots/philippines/species
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THE BIG PICTURE

The loss of our forests 
threatens biodiversity 

75%
of the world's 
biodiversity can
be found in the 
Philippines

700
threatened 
species making
the country one
of the world's
biodiversity
hotspots

42 species of land mammals
127 species of birds
24 species of reptiles 
14 species of amphibians

165 mammal species are found in the
Philippines Biodiversity Hotspot, and over
100 of these are endemic (61 percent),
one of the highest levels of mammal
endemism in any hotspot

https://www.cbd.int/countries/profile/?country=ph
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THE BIG PICTURE

Meeting resource requirements for
rapid urban development remains the
leading cause of forest conversion

overlapping
duties among
regulators

inconsistencies
in existing rules
and regulations

POLICY
GAPS
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SDG TARGET 15
Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat
desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and
halt biodiversity loss.

WHY CARE?
The Philippine government has committed a whole of government approach to the
realization and localization of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN-
SDGs). Concretely, SDG targets were  integrated into the Philippine Development Plan
(2017-2022) and the Philippine government has submitted itself to voluntary reviews.
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Through its SDG Watch, the
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA)
tracks and monitors the country's
SDG indicators and progress towards
realizing commitments under these
indicators. 

Forest area as a proportion of total land area
Proportion of important sites for terrestrial and
freshwater biodiversity that are covered by
protected areas
Progress towards sustainable forest management
Forest Cover Change
Red List Index
Legislative, administrative, and policy frameworks
to ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits
Proportion of traded wildlife that was poached or
illicitly trafficked
Progress towards national targets established in
accordance with Aichi Biodiversity Target 2 of the
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020
Official development assistance and public
expenditure on conservation and sustainable use
of biodiversity and ecosystems

Indicators being monitored by the 
Philippine Statistics Authority
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Article II, Section 16
The State shall protect
and advance the right
of the people to a
balanced and healthful
ecology in accord with
the rhythm and
harmony of nature.

WHY CARE?
The protection of biodiversity and the habitat of the
various species in the country is mandated by various
provisions of the 1987 Philippine Constitution

Article II, Section 22 
 The State recognizes
and promotes the
rights of indigenous
cultural communities
within the
framework of national
unity and development.
 

Article XII, Section 5  
The State... shall protect
the rights of indigenous
cultural communities to
their ancestral lands to
ensure their economic,
social, and cultural well-
being. 
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to conserve and protect wildlife species and their
habitats to promote ecological balance and enhance
biological diversity;
to regulate the collection and trade of wildlife;
to pursue, with due regard to the national interest, the
Philippine commitment to international conventions,
protection of wildlife and their habitats; and
to initiate or support scientific studies on the
conservation of biological diversity.

Republic Act No. 9147 or  the Wildlife Resources
Conservation and Protection Act

SECTION 2. Declaration of Policy. — It shall be the policy of
the State to conserve the country’s wildlife resources
and their habitats for sustainability. In the pursuit of this
policy, this Act shall have the following objectives:

1.

2.
3.

4.

WHY CARE?

In the pursuit of realizing
constitutional imperatives,
various legislations and
administrative issuances have
been enacted towards the
conservation of the country's
biodiverse ecosystems
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Republic Act No. 8371 or  the Wildlife Resources Conservation and Protection
Act

CHAPTER III, SECTION 7.  Rights to Ancestral Domains. — The rights of ownership and
possession of ICCs/IPs to their ancestral domains shall be recognized and protected. Such
rights shall include:
...
b) Right to Develop Lands and Natural Resources. — Subject to Section 56 hereof, right to
develop, control and use lands and territories traditionally occupied, owned, or used; to
manage and conserve natural resources within the territories and uphold the responsibilities
for future generations; to benefit and share the profits from allocation and utilization of the
natural resources found therein; the right to negotiate the terms and conditions for the
exploration of natural resources in the areas for the purpose of ensuring ecological,
environmental protection and the conservation measures, pursuant to national and
customary laws; 

The Philippine government has also
recognized the critical role of indigenous
peoples in the conservation of resources
within their respective ancestral domains
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WHY CARE?
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of managing the forestry sector will be
transferred to local government units
under the following matrix:
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THE PHILIPPINE WARTY PIG (Sus
philippensis): A VULNERABLE
ENDEMIC SPECIES

Documented Sus philippensis in Station 13 (A), Station 14 (B), Station 15 (C, D),
and Station 20 (E) in Salaysay, Davao City, Mindanao Island, Philippines

A LOCAL CASE

Sus philippensis, also known as
the Philippine warty pig, is
characterized as having two
warts in the face among males,
black coat with grey skin, a pale
snout- band, and red-brown
patches in the mane. They also
have a long, full crown tuft and a
nuchal mane that extends along
their back, especially in males.
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Sus ahoenobarbus 
(Palawan)

 

Sus philippensis 
(Luzon, Mindanao,
Basilan, Leyte, Samar,
Catanduanes and
Mindoro)

Sus cebifrons
(Negros, Cebu, Panay)

Sus oliveri
(Mindoro)

The Philippines  has the
largest number of endemic
wild pigs in Southeast Asia,
next to Indonesia 

 

On Mindanao Island, S. philippensis is also thought to
be widely distributed. However, scientific
assessments that provide precise information on its
population's status are still lacking
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As the first scientific assessment of the relative abundance and
conservation status of S. philippensis inside the Obu Manuvu Ancestral
Domain (OMAD) in Davao City, Mindanao Island, Philippines, the study
utilized camera trapping techniques installed in four barangays (villages)
inside the OMAD:  Carmen, Tambobong, Tawan-tawan, and Salaysay in
Baguio District, Davao City, Davao del Sur 
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In the conduct of the study, an estimated 
18 S. philippensis individuals were
photographed in all barangays within the
Obu Manuvu Ancestral Domain in Davao City,
Mindanao Island, Philippines. 

This result indicates a low relative
abundance of S. philippensis in the

ancestral domain, supporting the specie's
Vulnerable Status under the Philippine

Red List of Threatened Wild Fauna
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MAKERS  LEARN FROM THE STUDY?

THE PHILIPPINE WARTY PIG
PREFERS SPECIFIC HABITATS 

 
In Barangay Salaysay, where

ten individuals were captured,
resulting in higher abundance
than the other barangays, the
camera traps were installed in

the forest’s innermost area,
less likely visited by the tribe
members as no human trails

were observed. The site is
denser in vegetation, with

swampy areas and river
tributaries, a favored habitat
for the species according to

previous studies. 
 

THE PHILIPPINE WARTY PIG TEND
TO ROAM AND MOVE FROM ONE
FOREST PATCH TO ANOTHER 

 
In Barangays Carmen and Tawan-
tawan which have relatively the

same forest cover, no S.
philippensis was photographed,
although their fecal pellets, hoof
prints, and browsing areas were

documented. As the forest cover in
these areas were already denuded,

it is possible that the wild pig
wandered to other more remote
locations to forage, particularly
locations at an elevation above  

 1000 m - signifying pressures from
hunting activities.

THE PHILIPPINE WARTY PIG IS
SENSITIVE TO HUMAN

DISTURBANCES 
 

 Cameras installed in
Barangay Tambobong which

has a broad forest cover
showed a lower relative

abundance index of S.
philippensis as the cameras
were placed near the non-

forested areas where human
settlement is evident. Human
trails and logging roads were

also observed. 
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as part of their ancestral domain
the areas where the Philippine
warty pig documented, plays a
large role in conservation efforts.

The tribe considers the forest as
Pusaka, a tradition of sanctifying
living or non-living objects that
possess historical value, relevance
to faith, cultural significance,
economic benefits, and value to the
ancestral domain.  

Wildlife species such as the     
 S. philippensis are considered
valuable and identified as
Cultural Keystone Species
(CKS), noting their critical
contributions and function to
the indigenous community's
socio-cultural structure.
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While efforts of local communities such as the Pusaka Council of
the Obu Manuvu Tribe are critical to conservation initiatives

ECONOMIC MOTIVATIONS
BEHIND HABITAT

DESTRUCTION REMAIN THE
PRIMARY THREAT TO

VULNERABLE SPECIES 
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WHAT CAN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

UNITS DO?
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PLAN

ENACT

FUNDBUILD

STUDY

Mainstream the local
government's plans for Local
Conservation Areas, Key
Biodiversity Areas, and
Indigenous Community
Conserved Areas and incorporate
them into local development
planning documents

Develop local economic
strategies anchored on
conservation principles rather
than just on market growth and
livelihood development
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PLAN

ENACT

FUNDBUILD

STUDY

A local ordinance mainstreaming 
 biodiversity impact assessment in
the conduct of public and private
activities that will involve disruption
in the natural environment,
particularly in areas where
vulnerable species have been
mapped

A local ordinance declaring total
logging and hunting ban in areas
inhabited by vulnerable species

A local ordinance mandating the
representation of local indigenous
communities in local legislative and
planning bodies
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PLAN

ENACT

FUNDBUILD

STUDY

Activities and initiatives of
local indigenous communities
in the preservation of their
ancestral domains, including
but not limited to:

salaries or honoraria for
forest rangers
equipment for monitoring
and law enforcement
capacity building 

Local studies and campaigns
promoting biodiversity
consciousness and
conservation efforts
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PLAN

ENACT

FUNDBUILD

STUDY

Partnerships with the private
sector to secure shared
commitments and developed
common frameworks in relation
to biodiversity conservation and
economic development

Facilities that will enhance the
monitoring of vulnerable species
in the local community 

Markers and signages that
promote awareness of local
biodiversity in the community
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PLAN

ENACT

FUNDBUILD

STUDY

Local perceptions and
attitudes towards the
promotion of biodiversity
conservation, including
awareness of endemic
species in the community
and their status 

Alternative sources of
livelihood and economic
activity that will not disrupt
the habitats of vulnerable
species
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our indigenous
peoples are showing

us the way

shifting from
resource use to
inter-generational
responsibility

will be key to
saving our forests
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Center for Local Innovation and Capacity Development (CLICDPH, Inc)
January 2022,  Quezon City, Philippines
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